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First two Honorary Robin Hood Awards for  
Austin Mitchell MP and Lord Sudeley FSA 

 
On Tuesday, March 9th Lord Sudeley FSA and Austin Mitchell MP will receive the Honorary Robin Hood 
Award to acknowledge their contributions to the voluntary work of the Forum since 1998.  

Lord Sudeley FSA is co-founder of the Forum for Stable Currencies and has been its convenor, until the 
House of Lords was reformed. His family was bankrupted by Lloyd’s bank over 100 years ago and his 
grandmother’s will was executed by Lloyds not to the benefit of the heirs. But similar practices, 
including fraudulent and illegal bankruptcies are taking place today regularly.  

Austin Mitchell MP has tabled nine out of ten Early Day Motions since 2002 and has been the Forum’s 
Chairman since 2005. His commitment to monetary reform has been unique among MPs. One of his 
books is Farewell My Lords about the House of Lords reform.  

Austin Mitchell’s last Early Day Motion Enforcement of Bank of England Act 1694 pointed out that 
the Bank was created with the intention of “Their Majesties’ subjects may not be oppressed by the said 
corporation”, but that the Bank’s failure to control the greed, risk-taking and speculation of the banking 
system over which it presides, has resulted in serious oppression.”  

In support of this claim, many Forum gatherings have attracted victims of financial, legal and judiciary 
exploitation who found it impossible to get justice in a system where money rules more than The Law.  

Since money comes from thin air and is lent to Government at interest, the Forum has been advocating 
economic democracy through freedom from national debt.  

The Forum is one of some 80 organizations who are supporting the Robin Hood Tax campaign, a 
micro-tax on financial transactions to raise money for public purposes.  

The Robin Hood Award has been created for the next Forum gathering in Committee Room 2A at the 
House of Lords at 2pm.  

 A reason for celebration is that 83 MPs have signed Early Day Motion 913 in support of the 
Robin Hood Tax.  

 Harnessing new initiatives will be the reports from victims of financial, legal and judiciary 
exploitation.  

The organiser Sabine K McNeill says: “Robin Hood illustrates more about overindebtedness, bankruptcies and 
home repossessions than any multi-media story can. Very few people understand the mortal embrace between banks and 
governments and how the national debt undermines the value of Sterling through “monetary inflation”. But Twitter, blogs 
and Facebaook are now Robin’s arrows to redress the imbalances that unbridled capitalism has created.”  
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